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DEFINITION: Let (G, ◦) be a group. Let X be a set on which G acts. For each point x ∈ X , we
define

(1) The orbit of x is the subset of X

O(x) := {g · x | g ∈ G} ⊂ X.

(2) The stabilizer of x is the subgroup of G

Stab(x) = {g ∈ G | g(x) = x}.

THEOREM: If a finite group G acts on a set X , then for every x ∈ X , we have

|G| = |O(x)| × |Stab(x)|.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

PLATONIC SOLIDS.

There are exactly five con-
vex regular solid figures in R3.
Each is constructed by con-
gruent regular polygonal faces
with the same number of faces
meeting at each vertex. The
chart to the right describes
each of the five.

Each platonic solid has a rotational symmetry group G which acts naturally on the set of vertices,
edges and faces of the corresponding solid. Compute the order of this symmetry group in each case
by taking advantage of these actions. Note that for a particular solid, one action may be more useful
than another. You may use the following chart.

Cube: Let G denote the symmetry group of a cube.
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Action # orbit # stab |G|
on Faces 6 4 24
on edges 12 2 24

on vertices 8 3 24

For each of the three actions, does it
matter which point x ∈ X you use to
compute the orbit? Why is the order
of the stabilizer the same for each x ∈
X in each of the three actions? Is this
true in general for a group acting on a
set? What is special in this case?

The point is that for these actions, all the
points of X are in the same orbit. So the
cardinality the orbits is the same, which
means the order of the stabilizers are the
same

Tetrahedron: Let G denote the symmetry group of a regular tetrahedron.

Action # orbit # stab |G|
on Faces 4 3 12
on edges 6 2 12

on vertices 4 3 12

Octahedron: Let G denote the symmetry group of a regular octohedron.

Action # orbit # stab |G|
on Faces 8 3 24
on edges 12 2 24

on vertices 6 4 24

Dodecahedron: Let G denote the symmetry group of a regular Dodecahedron

Action # orbit # stab |G|
on Faces 12 5 60
on edges 30 2 60

on vertices 20 3 60

Icosahedron.
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Action # orbit # stab |G|
on Faces 20 3 60
on edges 30 2 60

on vertices 12 5 60

B. Explain why the rotational symmetry group of a cylinder has subgroups isomorphic to S1 and
to Z2. Explain why it has subgroups isomorphic to Dn for all n. Is it isomorphic to S1 × Z2?

Let us call this symmetry group G. For the sake of argument, stand the cylinder on an imaginary table. There
is a vertical central axis of symmetry running through the cylinder. We can rotate around it continuously to get a
symmetry of the cylinder: these symmetries form a subgroup isomorphic to S1. We can also pick up the cylinder,
flip it over, and place it back down: this reflection generates a subgroup isomorphic to Z2. Now: to see the
subgroup isomorphic to Dn, we can imagine that instead of continuously rotating our cylinder, we rotate only in
discrete multiples of 2π

n . Put differently, the rotation r through 2π
n generates an order n subgroup of G. If we call

the reflection we found earlier s, note that r and s generate a group isomorphic to Dn (basically by the argument
from Problem D on Problem Set 8. The group G is not isomorphic to S1 × Z2 because this product group is
abelian whereas G is not.

C. For one of the exotic solids provided, decide whether it has tetrahedral, octahedral or icosahedral
symmetry. Can you see a reason why the cube and octohedron have isomorphic symmetry groups?
Can you see a reason why the dodecahedron and the icosahedron do as well?

I will leave this without answer for now. It is a good thing for you to think about yourself.

D. BONUS: For different groups you know, find an object on campus with that symmetry group
and snap a picture! Send them to me for bonus points with a brief explanation.


